
Achieve more, anytime, anywhere

ASUS ExpertBook B3 Flip is built to embrace the new normal — hybrid working and learning. With a versatile, tough design, studying or working everywhere is no longer a dream. 

It’s equipped with a 360° hinge, a world-facing camera1, and a garaged stylus2 to ensure ultimate productivity. B3 Flip is filled with many cunning protection features, including 

ASUS Antibacterial Guard3 and a TÜV Rheinland-certified display. It also supports up to WiFi 6 and 4G LTE4 for fast and portable connectivity, along with two-way AI-powered noise-

cancellation technology and noise-reducing cameras for excellent remote learning and conferencing. With ExpertBook B3 Flip in your bag, all your worlds are just one twist away.

1. The world-facing camera is optional.
2. The garaged stylus is optional. 
3. The antibacterial treatment is registered by the US EPA and authorized under EU BPR.
4. 4G LTE is optional. MicroSD card reader + nano SIM combo is only for LTE SKU.

Versatile
360° hinge design Garaged stylus Dual Cameras 4G LTE

(B3402F)
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5. WiFi Master test configuration: under controlled test conditions, streaming Full HD YouTube videos, and AP set with one antenna 
at 802.11g. Actual WiFi range and performance may be affected by environmental factors. Interference from USB 3 devices may 
vary according to the device. Range comparisons refer to standard laptop with all-metal chassis design.

6. The testing data includes the requirements of both military-grade standards and ASUS quality tests.
*Products and/or specifications subject to change without notice.

Volume up/down audio combo jack

USB 3.2 Type A
(support PD)

Kensington lock slot Thunderbolt™ 4 HDMI 2.0
Garaged stylus pen
(Optional) ASUS ExpertBook B3 Flip (B3402F)

• Window 11 Pro

• Up to 12th Gen Intel® Core™ i7-1255U processor with Iris Xe graphic

• Up to 2TB SSD

• Up to 32GB DDR4 SO-DIMM and 8GB onboard memory

• 360° flip design with optional garaged MPP 2.0 stylus2

• An user-facing camera with 13 MP world-facing camera1

• WiFi 6E (optional) speedy connectivity and 4G LTE (optional) 4

• ASUS Antibacterial Guard protection3

• TÜV Rheinland certified eyes protection display

• US military-grade durability6

microSD Card &
nano SIM card combo

(Optional)
USB 2.0
Type A Rj45

CLICK HERE 
to view product 3D CLICK HERE to view full specifications
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Versatility for the new normal
ExpertBook B3 Flip offers a 360° hinge that allows it to be positioned 
in tent mode, laptop mode, tablet mode, and stand mode. Flip 
it into different modes to ensure the ultimate productivity and 
overcome every challenge. ExpertBook B3 Flip also includes 
a garaged stylus2 for taking notes, drawing, and marking up 
documents. The built-in stylus holder keeps the pen close at hand 
and reduces the risk of losing it. With a 15-second charge giving 
enough power for 45 minutes of use, you’ll never be left waiting.

Two cameras, twice the inspiration
ExpertBook B3 Flip includes a standard webcam along 
with a special 13 MP world-facing high-resolution camera1

located just above the keyboard — an ideal position that 
allows you to capture photos and videos in tablet and tent 
mode. This empowers students to explore and learn in 
totally new ways.

All-round speed and reliability
ExpertBook B3 Flip has built-in 4G LTE4 for safe, secure and 
speedy mobile connectivity wherever you go, enabling you 
to learn and work everywhere. It also offers up to the latest 
WiFi 6 technology to deliver ultrafast and stable speeds for 
online learning. Plus, with ASUS WiFi Master5 technology, 
you’ll enjoy faster and more reliable WiFi connections at 
greater distances than ever before.

https://xrviewer.istaging.com/?id=2022_B3402_Laptop_Def_Def&openExternalBrowser=1
https://www.asus.com/au/laptops/for-work/expertbook/expertbook-b3-flip-b3402-12th-gen-intel/
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